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1 Introduction
This document constitutes deliverable D5.4 of the HARMONICS project. It presents the main
results of the project in the framework of a public case study that can be freely
communicated.
Section 2 presents HARMONICS main objectives, scope and principles. Section 3 provides an
overview of the public case study. Section 4 presents an application of the complexity and
structural analysis. Section 5 showcases the validation of the functional and timing
requirements specification. Section 6 showcases the formal verification of the software
implementation and presents an application of the claim-argument-evidence (CAE) based
safety justification framework. Section 7 showcases the quantification of the probability of
failure on demand, based on statistical testing.
Note that the examples provided here are the outcome of a research project and while they
are welcome to be used as the basis for real justifications it is up to the user to ensure they
are appropriate and fir for purpose.

2

HARMONICS

2.1 Objectives
The overall objective of the HARMONICS project is to ensure that the nuclear industry has
well founded and up-to-date methods and data for assessing software of computer-based
safety systems of Gen-II and Gen-III NPPs. It has taken advantage of advances in computer
power and formal verification techniques to propose systematic and consistent, yet realistic
and practical approaches for software assessment. These approaches address critical phases
of the software and system lifecycles, from requirements specification to independent
verification and validation.

2.2 Scope
The project addresses three key issues: software verification & validation (V&V) 1, software
safety justification, and quantitative evaluation of software reliability. The term “software
reliability” is used as a shortcut for “software-related aspects of system reliability”. The focus
has been mainly on I&C systems performing category A functions (as defined by IEC 61226)
which is the highest safety category in NPP. To support research activities on these three
main issues, the project has investigated and developed theories, techniques and tools as
necessary. In addition, the feasibility of the developed approaches has been experimented

1

Validation = Test and evaluation of the integrated computer system (hardware and software) to ensure
compliance with the functional, performance and interface requirements. (IEC 60880)
Verification = Confirmation by examination and provision of objective evidence that the results of an activity meet
the objectives and requirements defined for this activity. (IEC 60880)
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and demonstrated with selected case examples provided by the project participants and the
End User Group.
Regarding software V&V, the project has analysed the state of the art, proposed innovative
techniques and tools, and provided practical guidelines for applying some of these
techniques and tools. V&V may be used to ascertain the effective implementation of fault
avoidance measures, such as compliance to complexity limits, to design and coding rules, to
specified development processes and methods. V&V may also be used for fault detection
(for their subsequent removal), by applying techniques such as simulation and testing,
formal verification, inspection. Lastly, V&V may be used to ascertain the effective
implementation of design measures taken to guarantee that certain types of postulated
residual software faults will not lead to failures or common cause failures.
Regarding software safety justification, the HARMONICS project has built on current
practices and on results of previous Euratom FP6 research projects, namely CEMSIS (CostEffective Modernisation of Systems Important to Safety) and BE-SECBS (Benchmark Exercise
on Safety Evaluation of Computer Based Systems). In particular, it proposes a framework
integrated into the overall system safety justification, and based on the complementarity
and integration of the rule-based, the goal-based and the risk-informed approaches. In
particular, the project has analysed the domain of applicability and acceptability of each
approach, and provides practical guidelines based in particular on the information gathered
with the proposed V&V techniques.
Regarding software reliability, the framework integrates quantitative software reliability
claims in the overall software and system safety justification. In particular, the project has
investigated the nature and justification for any reliability claim limit. It also proposes
practical approaches to estimate the values needed for Probabilistic Safety Assessments
(PSA): probabilities of failure on demand, conditional probabilities of common cause failures
(so-called beta-factors), and possibly frequencies of spurious actuations that lead to
initiating events. To this end, the project has analysed the current state of the art, which is
usually based on holistic approaches (e.g., conformance to international standards,
collection and analysis of operating experience, statistical testing and corresponding tradeoffs between realism and scale of tests). It also proposes a more analytical approach that
takes into consideration all the information obtained by V&V and organised by the software
safety justification. This approach can be based on the identification of failure modes of
interest, of the failure mechanisms that could lead to these modes, and on the effectiveness
of the measures taken to prevent given mechanisms. It will also consider the implication of
I&C architectures (levels of defence and diversity) and implementation technologies in the
system safety justification.

2.3 Main Principles
The overall objective of the assessment is to demonstrate an effective understanding of the
safety role of the software (e.g. in preventing and mitigating hazards) and a justified
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confidence in its dependability. We propose a number of principles that the assessment
should satisfy:
1. Effective understanding of the hazards and their control should be demonstrated.
2. Intended and unintended behaviour of the technology should be understood.
3. Multiple and complex interactions between technical systems and also human systems to
create adverse consequences should be recognised.
4. Active challenge should be part of decision making throughout the organisation. Needs of
all stakeholders to understand and challenge case should be taken into account in its
structure and presentation.
5. Lessons learned from internal and external sources should be incorporated.
6. Justification should be logical, coherent, traceable, accessible, repeatable with a rigour
commensurate with the degree of trust required of the system.
In satisfying these principles:
Active challenge and seeking of contrary views should be part of the assessment process.
The varied needs of all stakeholders to understand and challenge the assessment should
be taken into account in the structure and presentation of the evaluation.
The assessment should be logical, coherent, traceable, accessible, repeatable with a
rigour commensurate with the degree of trust required of the system

3 Overall Presentation of the Public Case Study
3.1 The I&C System
The I&C system on which the Public Case Study is based is a complete digital reactor
protection system. It is composed of 2 main independent subsystems. The first one is
microprocessor-based, the other is FPGA-based. The most critical I&C functions have a main
implementation in the microprocessor-based subsystem, and have a diverse backup
implementation in the FPGA-based subsystem. Each subsystem is itself composed of 4
redundant, independent but identical divisions. Each subsystem division is itself composed
of multiple functional units: sensors, acquisition & processing units, voting units, and
actuator controls.
This HARMONICS Public Case Study focuses on the software of the microprocessor-based
subsystem (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Overall I&C system architecture

3.2 The Stepwise Shutdown Function
The HARMONICS Public Case Study starts with the complexity and structural analysis of the
application software of the microprocessor-based subsystem (see Section 4 Complexity and
Structural Analysis). Among other findings, this analysis identifies a subset of the application
software that is structurally isolated from the rest and that can be analysed and verified
separately. This subset implements the Stepwise Shutdown Function. This function is
performed by each division of the microprocessor-based subsystem, and is implemented in a
specific, separated acquisition and processing unit.

Figure 2: The Stepwise Shutdown Function intervenes before the Reactor Trip Function. The
Reactor Trip and the Stepwise Shutdown boundaries have a certain thickness.
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The Stepwise Shutdown Function is a limitation function that intervenes before a reactor trip
is necessary and provides a gentler, less brutal alternative than a single stroke reactor
shutdown (see Figure 2).
It starts by reducing the reactor power. It then waits for a few seconds. If plant parameters
are not back to a normal situation, then reactor power is further reduced, and so on. The
human operator can, within certain limits, accelerate power reduction.
It is to be noted that both the Stepwise Shutdown boundary and the Reactor Trip boundary
have a certain "thickness", due to the fact that real systems have a finite accuracy and nonzero response times. When the plant parameters are within a boundary, the corresponding
function must remain inactive. When they are beyond the boundary, the function must act.
When they are on the boundary, both behaviours are allowed.

3.3 Overview of the Safety Justification
The overall objective of this case study is to provide a robust justification of the four
following claims:
The Stepwise Shutdown Function is functionally independent from the other functions of
the I&C system, so that it can be implemented in a fully separated subsystem that can be
justified separately from the rest of the I&C system.
The functional and timing requirements specification of the Stepwise Shutdown Function
is, in the framework of the overall plant design, adequate with respect to specified plantlevel requirements.
The software implementation of the Stepwise Shutdown Function is correct with respect
to its functional and timing requirements specification. The case study provides an
overview of the complete justification of the software implementation, and a more
detailed view of the formal software verification.
The quantified estimation of the probability of failure on demand of the Stepwise
Shutdown Function is an appropriate with respect to the real probability of failure on
demand in the considered operating conditions.
The justification for each of these four claims is expressed in a Claim-Argument-Evidence
(CAE) structure that illustrates the approach and the justification blocks suggested by
deliverable D5.72 of HARMONICS. The approaches used to satisfy the first three claims
(complexity and structural analysis, validation of functional and timing requirements, and
formal software verification) illustrate the methods suggested by deliverable D5.7. The
approach used to satisfy the fourth claim (quantification of software failure rates) illustrates
the method suggested by deliverable D5.7.
2
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4 Complexity and Structural Analysis
4.1 What it is?
Complexity analysis and corresponding structural analysis is a static analysis method which is
dedicated to the programming paradigm that is used to implement the application specific
functionality of current digital I&C-Software Systems.
This type of complexity analysis and structural analysis is not to apply to that layers of digital
I&C systems that are to a high degree application independent, like the modules of the
runtime environment of the application software such as a cyclic control task or a service
task. It is also not to apply to the application independent modules of the operating-system
layer such as operating system itself, communication software or the hardwareorganisation-module.
The application specific software layer of present day I&C Software platforms is basically
designed and implemented as a set of interrelated Function Diagrams (FDs). The FDs are
designed as an interconnection of Function-Blocks which constitute a well-defined set of
elementary functions suitable for defining I&C functionality.
Complexity analysis is dedicated to this application specific software of digital I&C-Systems,
that means it is dedicated to the internal and external structure and complexity of FunctionDiagrams.
The complete application software of a digital I&C system may consist of several thousand
FDs. The analysis of structure and complexity of the complete system of FDs would be too
time consuming and error prone to be performed manually. Therefore it has to be
automated.
Complexity analysis starts from the same database, where the FDs are stored for the code
generation, producing the code of the application specific software system. Thus complexity
analysis is based on the complete and exact description of the application specific software
system.
By analysing the internal and external complexity of the FDs complexity analysis works on
the genuine level of coding of the software of the application software layer and plays the
identical role as static analysis plays with conventional code.

4.2 Why we do it?
Complexity analysis and structural analysis are the natural means to link any type of claims
of a Safety Justification Framework (SJF) to the software the SJF is concerned with. The
evidence made available by complexity analysis and structural analysis are direct productbased evidence-components. Thus, complexity analysis and structural analysis supports
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directly the main principles 2 and 3 given in Section 2.3 and may help to trace hardware and
software changes.
Any argument structure for any type of claims on the application specific software require as
essential evidence elements, evidence that is directly derived from the underlying
application specific software. These evidence elements are to represent the indispensable
link of the SJF to the underlying software.
Complexity analysis and structural analysis of the application specific software of I&C
systems provide evidence for claims referring to:
Functional properties of the application specific software, e.g., effects of manual
operator input in the context of specific states of the plant.
Non-functional properties of the application specific software e.g. restrictions or
recommendation concerning size of single FDs (single FD may consist of more than 100
Function Blocks, where a decomposition into smaller FDs could improve
understandability or maintainability).
Properties concerning the SJF itself, e.g., are the role of all the complex FDs exchanging
data with more than e.g. 20 other FDs analysed in the safety justification? Or does the
safety justification address the effects of all the manual input-devices for manual input
from the operator?
Claims on non-functional properties required for a system, concerning e.g.
understandability, maintainability or design-style, can get the required product-based
evidence in many cases directly from complexity analysis and structural analysis.
Any comprehensive safety justification pertains claims on the justification itself. These are
side-claims justifying the correctness and appropriateness of the argument-structure itself.
Evidence is required on completeness, coherence and adequacy of the claims and their
corresponding argument structure e.g.:
Are assumptions made for a formal verification appropriate?
Is the mapping between the model and the corresponding FDs of application specific
software correctly identified?
Does the justification cover all the complex parts of an application specific software
system? E.g. is the role of all the complex FDs exchanging data with more than e.g. 20
other FDs analysed in the justification?
Are the individual complexity properties of the application software recognized and
adequately addressed in the in the V&V activities? E.g., are all signals, parameters and
memories influencing a simulation concerning V&V of high level requirements correctly
identified and appropriately handled?
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Apart from providing evidence for the types of claims described above, complexity analysis
identifies meaningful and manageable subsets for the V&V of the application specific I&C
software, thus supporting the Divide and Conquer strategy.
For a specific FD under consideration, complexity analysis identifies:
The direct neighbourhood of the FD.
The signals having direct or indirect impact on the FD.
The FDs in the signal path from acquisition of the signals to the FD.
The actuators being influenced directly and indirectly by the output of the FD.
The FDs in the signal path from the FD to the actuators.
By supporting the Divide and Conquer strategy, complexity analysis can also help warrant
assumptions contained in a real, complete safety justification process and support rigorous
classical verification.

4.3 Case Study
4.3.1

Complexity Analysis

The complexity analysis was performed for a complete I&C system application software. It
consisted of about 900 Function Diagrams and is implemented by about 15 000 Elementary
Functions (FBs). The 900 FDs are diagrammed in about 3000 pages of function-plans.
Complexity analysis started from the same database, where the FDs are stored and which is
the input for the code generation that produces the code of the application specific software
system.
The complexity properties for all Function Diagrams of the complete digital I&C-system were
evaluated and represented in a so called complexity-vector for each of the Function
Diagrams.
AVERAGE

MAXIMUM

Input_Signals

9,3

96

Output-Signals

6

62

Input-FDs

4,4

44

Output-FDs

4,6

16

Function Blocks

17,9

265

Memories

11,2

480
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Parameters

20,6

350

Table 1: Average and Maximum values of Complexity Vectors Components
On basis of the complexity-vectors, overview information on basic complexity properties of
the Function Diagrams of the whole system was derived. This overview information gives a
first idea concerning the overall complexity of the system.
The complexity-vectors of the FDs of the complete application software allow identifying the
complex FDs with respect to the complexity properties represented in the components of
the complexity vectors. It is shown that the complexity vectors allow the identification of
complex FDs due to size, internal complexity, variability (i.e. number of parameters and
memories) and complexity of external connections to the other FDs of the complete system.
Table 1 gives an overview concerning the range of values found for the components of the
complexity vectors of the 900 FDs of the complete application software system.

4.3.2

Structural Analysis

The results of complexity analysis also provided structural information on the network of
FDs, which is constituted by the set of FDs of the complete system. The graph of the network
turned out to be rather big and complex, which is not suitable for advanced V&V activities
such as formal methods. The graphical representation of the network showed an obvious
need for identification of appropriate sub-graphs.
One of the most basic ways to identify sub-graphs of a complete system is to identify subgraphs and associated signal-paths defined by:
Sensor and related actuators.
Actuator and related sensors.
Function Diagram with its associated sensors and actuators.
Investigations have been performed particularly with regard to sensors activated by manual
operator actions. They allowed the identification of a particular function, the Stepwise
Shutdown Function, that is structurally separated from all the other functions of the I&C
system. That function is also implemented in a separated set of acquisition and processing
units. In Figure 3:
The yellow rectangle represents the FD providing manual operator-input for stepwise
shutdown procedure.
The red ovals represent input-diagrams corresponding to input-devices e.g. sensors or
manual input devices resp. output diagrams corresponding to output devices e.g.
actuators or display panels.
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The grey FDs represent the FDs directly communicating with the FD (yellow) for stepwise
shutdown procedure.

Figure 3: Stepwise shutdown sensor-button and related actuators

4.4 Discussion

Conclusion

One of these critical sensors was the button for starting the stepwise shutdown procedure.
The resulting sub-graph identifying the stepwise shutdown-sensor (button) and the related
actuators is shown in Figure 3. It was generated by the Branch Generator-Module of the
Evaluator tool and visualized by yED tool. By selection of the Input-Diagram stepwise
shutdown within the net of FDs of the complete application software, the EVALUATOR of
complexity Analysis together with its Branch Generator-Module identified the yellow FD and
its direct environment for further analysis as performed for the Stepwise Shutdown System.
The associated FD – with some minor modifications - was taken as FD for the public case
study. In the set of outgoing signals of the FD in Figure 3, only the signal of interest activating
the shutdown was kept. The resulting FD is shown in Figure 4.
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1
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Manual activation
from control room
SWSOI0001

1
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Figure 4: Function Diagram for stepwise shutdown representing the implementation of the
FD in yellow rectangle in Figure 3
This FD in Figure 4 is used for the public case study to demonstrate the V&V methods to
apply for individual FDs. The stepwise shutdown FD consists of 6 Function Blocks
(elementary functions). It is suitable for a public case study because it is not too big and
complex, and its functionality is rather clear to describe and understand.

5 Validation of Functional

Timing Requirements

5.1 What it is?
IEC 61513 defines functional validation as the verification of the correctness of the
application functions specifications against the top level plant functional and performance
requirements. It is complementary to the system validation that verifies the compliance of
the system with the functions specification.
The verification needs to cover various aspects, such as
Functional adequacy: is what has been specified correct with respect to the needs of the
plant, in all situations that need to be taken into consideration?
Completeness: does the specification cover all what needs to be specified?
Unambiguousness: can the specification be interpreted in different manners?

5.2 Why we do it?
Experience in operation and from other industrial sectors shows that for highly reliable
digital systems, specification errors could be a non-negligible cause of undesirable
behaviour. (See [7] and [8] for example.)
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5.3 How we do it?
The approach proposed by HARMONICS consists in considering the I&C system and its
corresponding functional and timing requirements in their plant context. That context is
described and modelled in terms of:
Plant systems and physical processes, and their associated requirements.
Human actions, in particular for operation, periodic testing and maintenance.
Plant and equipment normal and abnormal states.
The overall process is composed of following main steps (see Figure 5):
Identification of the plant systems served by the I&C system.
Informal specification (e.g., in natural language) of the plant systems requirements and
of any assumptions made regarding their inputs. These requirements and assumptions
may depend on plant states (normal or abnormal).
Formal modelling of these requirements and assumptions in FORM-L (FOrmal
Requirements Modelling Language, and extension to the MODELICA language developed
in the framework of the ITEA2 project MODRIO).
Formal modelling (also in FORM-L) of the overall design of the plant systems. This
identifies the main plant systems components (including I&C), their functional and timing
requirements, and their interactions.
Co-simulation of these two models using a random generator of scenarios conformant to
assumptions (see Figure 6).

Figure 5. Replacing the I&C system and functions in the framework of the parent plant
systems.
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Figure 6. Co-simulation of the plant systems requirement model, the plant systems overall
design model, and the process model.
With a sufficient number of simulation cases and satisfaction of appropriate coverage
criteria, one can gain confidence that the plant systems design (including the specification of
the I&C functions) complies with the plant systems requirements, and consequently that the
specification of the I&C functions is adequate.

5.4 Case study
5.4.1

Identification of the plant systems served by the I&C functions

As explained in Section 3.2, the public case study is centred on the Stepwise Shutdown
Function. Its parent plant system is the Stepwise Shutdown System.

5.4.2

Natural language specification of the Stepwise Shutdown System
process-level requirements

The Stepwise Shutdown System constitutes one of the levels of defence-in-depth of the
plant. Normally, in case of occurrence of a postulated initiating event (PIE), the Reactor Trip
System trips the reactor. The mission of the Stepwise Shutdown System with respect to the
plant process is to act before the reactor trip boundary is reached, in a gentler, less brutal
manner, so that for a specified subset of PIEs (denoted pie_1, pie_2, ..., pie_n), the
reactor trip boundary is not reached and the reactor parameters returned within their
normal, acceptable range within a specified delay denoted delay.
Note: In the framework of this limited case study, only a subset of the Stepwise Shutdown
System process level requirements are considered. For example, the complete set of
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requirements would normally address aspects such as fault tolerance and failure
probabilities: they have been left out of the case study.

5.4.3

Formal modelling of the Stepwise Shutdown System process-level
requirements

In FORM-L, the Stepwise Shutdown System requirements with respect to the plant process
could be expressed as follows:
pModel sssProcessReq
constant duration delay = .... ;
// For all PIEs for which the Stepwise Shutdown System must
// prevent a reactor trip
external event pie_1;
// event marking the occurrence of the PIE
required property p_1a =
after pie_1 within delay check reactor.state becomes normal;
required property p_1b =
after pie_1 within delay check no reactor.trip;
external event pie_2;
required property p_2a =
after pie_2 within delay check reactor.state becomes normal;
required property p_2b =
after pie_2 within delay check no reactor.trip;
...
external event pie_n;
required property p_na =
after pie_n within delay check reactor.state becomes normal;
required property p_nb =
after pie_n within delay check no reactor.trip;
end sssProcessReq;

where:
pie_1, pie_2, ..., pie_n are the PIEs for which the Stepwise Shutdown System must
prevent a reactor trip. There are other PIEs (with rapid dynamics) for which the Stepwise
Shutdown System is not sufficient and for which a reactor trip will be necessary.
reactor.state is a finite state automaton indicating whether the plant parameters
are in their normal range or not.
delay is the delay within which the plant parameters must return to their normal
range.
reactor.trip is an event signalling the occurrence of a reactor trip. It must not
occur during the delay.
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The actual modelling needs to be a little more complex, since the requirements as specified
will be violated if a PIE not manageable by the Stepwise Shutdown System occurs within the
delay:
external event pieNeedRTS;

// event signalling the occurrence
// of a PIE that needs an RTS

required property p_xa =
after pie_x within delay check
(reactor.state becomes normal) or pieNeedRTS;
required property p_xb =
after pie_x within delay check
(no reactor.trip) or pieNeedRTS;

5.4.4

Natural language specification of the Stepwise Shutdown System I&C
requirements

The Stepwise Shutdown System has the following interfaces:
Interfaces with the Signal Processing System.
Interfaces with the Control Room System for manual controls.
Interfaces with the actuators.
Interfaces with the Signal Processing System
0123 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall have an interface with the Signal Processing
System in order to obtain the necessary measurements.
015 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall get the following signals from the process
through the Signal Processing System:
Signal ID.
SWSPI0001
SWSPI0002
SWSPI0003
SWSPI0004
SWSPI0005

Signal type
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean
Boolean

Signal explanation
TRUE = “Primary circuit pressure > HIGH”
TRUE = “Main steam pressure < LOW”
TRUE = “Reactor output temperature > HIGH”
TRUE = “Neutron flux level > HIGH”
TRUE = “Rate of change in reactor power > HIGH”

Note. When modelling a real system, the maximum measurement uncertainty and maximum
response time of each sensor should be taken into consideration. In this limited case study,
they are assumed to be negligible.
Interfaces with the Control Room System
004 The operator shall be able to manually activate the Stepwise Shutdown System by
using the soft controls in the control room.
3

The original requirement numbers are used in the case study.
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011 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall have an interface with the Control Room System
(Human-Machine Interface, HMI).
016 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall get the following signals from the control room
(HMI):
Signal ID.
Signal type
SWSOI0001 Boolean

Signal explanation
TRUE = “Manual activation ON”

Interfaces with the actuators
013 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall have an interface with the actuators.
017 The Stepwise Shutdown System shall pass the following signal to the actuators:
Signal ID.
SWSAI0001

Signal type
Boolean

Signal explanation
TRUE = actuator activated
FALSE = actuator deactivated

Note. When modelling a real system, the maximum response time of the actuators should
be taken into consideration. Here again, in this limited case study, it is assumed to be
negligible.
Other interfaces
014 Other safety systems shall not be in any connection to Stepwise Shutdown System.
I&C functions requirements
001 If any of the following conditions is realized, the Stepwise Shutdown Function shall be
automatically activated:
high primary circuit pressure,
low main steam pressure,
high reactor output temperature,
neutron flux level high - reactor power level is too high,
neutron rate log – reactor power is increasing too fast.
002 When activated (i.e. any of the automatic triggering conditions in 001 is valid), the
Stepwise Shutdown Function shall automatically start the actuators to control the
process based on the following sequence:
3 seconds actuation.
12 seconds idle.
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003 The sequence (3 + 12 seconds) shall be repeated as long as any of the triggering
conditions listed in 001 is valid.
005 When manually activated, the Stepwise Shutdown Function shall automatically start
the actuators for 3 seconds.
006 The manual activation shall not depend on the state of the automatic activation.
Note: This means that the actuators will be started immediately, no matter what are
the triggering conditions or the phase in the automatic sequence of actions (see 002).
007 After a manual activation, the Stepwise Shutdown System shall continue monitoring
the fulfilment of the triggering conditions and activate automatically when needed.
008 After a manual activation and the subsequent 3 seconds actuation, the Stepwise
Shutdown Function shall have a 12 seconds idle period before an automatic activation
is possible again.
009 The Stepwise Shutdown Function shall not be activated unless at least one of the
automatic triggering conditions is valid or the manual activation is given from the
control room.
010 When the Stepwise Shutdown System is started, it shall begin monitoring the
automatic activation conditions and the manual activation command immediately and
perform the required actions regardless of the status of the system before start up.
018 The time resolution of the system shall be 20 ms.

5.4.5

Formal modelling
requirements

of

the

Stepwise

Shutdown

I&C

System

The I&C functions requirements can be summarised as follows:
Whenever an actuation ends (whether it was an automatic or a manual actuation), there
shall be a 12 second period during which an automatic actuation is not allowed.
An automatic actuation shall be initiated when, and only when, the two following
conditions are satisfied: a) any of the automatic triggering conditions in 001 is valid; b) an
automatic actuation is allowed. It shall last 3 seconds.
A manual actuation shall be initiated when, and only when, signal SWSOI0001 transits
from false to true. It shall last 3 seconds. (Note. The natural language statements 016
and 005 are ambiguous on this point: another possible interpretation could be that a
manual actuation is performed as long as signal SWSOI0001 is true, and shall outlast that
condition by 3 seconds. It is also assumed that a manual actuation can be requested and
taken into consideration while another manual actuation is already on-going.)
The Stepwise Shutdown System has a time margin of 20 milliseconds for starting or
ending an actuation.
This can be formally modelled in FORM-L as follows:
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pModel sssICReq
// Input signals from the Signal
external Boolean p1;
//
external Boolean p2;
//
external Boolean p3;
//
external Boolean p4;
//
external Boolean p5;
//
Boolean process = p1 or p2 or p3

Processing System
SWSPI0001
SWSPI0002
SWSPI0003
SWSPI0004
SWSPI0005
or p4 or p5;

// Input signal from the Control Room System
external Boolean manual;
// SWSOI0001
// Output signal to the actuators
external Boolean actuate;
// SWSAI0001
// Automatic actuation is not allowed for a period of 12 seconds
// after the end of an actuation (when the actuate signal trnsits
// from true to false)
Boolean autoAllowed = not (after actuate becomes false for s12);
// When actuation should be performed
Boolean shouldActuate =
(after (process and autoAllowed) or manual) becomes true for s3;
// I&C functions requirements, taking into consideration
// the 20 ms time resolution
required property r1 =
during shouldActuate trunc ms20 check actuate;
required property r2 =
during not shouldActuate trunc ms20 check not actuate;
required property r3 =
until first (shouldActuate becomes true) check not actuate;
end sssICReq;

5.5 Discussion

Conclusion

Even in this very simple case study, the formal modelling of requirements has proved useful.
It helped understand the WHY of the specified requirements, and has helped identify a few
ambiguities.
The support tools for supporting FORM-L and are currently being developed by the ITEA2
project MODRIO. The random generator of conformant scenario is a tool named StimuLus
that is commercially available.
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6 Formal Software Verification and CAE-Based Justification
6.1 What it is?
Formal verification applies rigorous reasoning to systematically verify that a given item has a
claimed property. Systematic here means that ALL possible cases are considered. Thus, it is
different from testing, where only a limited number of cases (compared to the number of
possible cases) are verified.
Here, the item subjected to formal verification is the software of a microprocessor-based
I&C system, or the logical design of an FPGA-based I&C system. Different types of properties
can be claimed:
Functional & timing properties place constraints on outputs with respect to inputs.
Formal verification of this type of properties relies on a formal specification of functional
and timing requirements. It also supposes a high level of confidence in the adequacy and
correctness of this specification (see Section 5).
Structural properties claim freedom from certain types of interactions between different
parts of the software or FPGA design. They are often used to decompose the software or
FPGA design being verified into parts that can be verified separately.
Integrity properties claim freedom from certain types of generic design faults, such as
division by zero, out-of-bound array indexes, numerical overflow or underflow, etc.
Formal verification of this type of properties can be done without knowledge of the
functional and timing requirements, but may rely on assumptions regarding inputs.
Equivalence properties claim that one software or FPGA design representation (e.g., the
executable binary code or the generated code) is equivalent to another one (e.g., the source
code) for a given property.

6.2 Why we do it?
Formal verification, when successful and correctly applied as a complementary measure to
testing, can greatly improve the confidence one can have in the correctness of the item
being verified. This is particularly true for software or FPGA logical design, considering that
the number of cases that can be tested in practice is infinitesimal compared to the number
of possible cases.
Another reason why we do it lies in the fact that even though much progress is still needed,
formal verification tools have greatly improved in recent years.

6.3 How we do it
6.3.1

Claim

In this case study, the top claim is that the Stepwise Shutdown System (Stepwise Shutdown
System) correctly implements its specified system functional and timing I&C requirements.
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This claim of functional property is supported by argument and evidence essentially (but not
completely) based on formal verification. And since no single formal verification tool and
method can directly provide the single-stroke justification, a divide-and-conquer approach
has been applied, where the complete system is progressively broken down into smaller
components, and where subclaims are made and, when applicable, formally verified on
these components.

6.3.2

Justification

The overall justification that the claim is satisfied has been set in a safety justification
framework (SJF) based on a claim-argument-evidence (CAE) approach. In that sense, this
case study is also a case study for the framework. The tool used to support the SFJ approach
is ASCE, from Adelard.

6.3.3

Formal Software Verification Tools

Some subclaims can be verified formally and completely using relatively simple techniques
implemented by readily available tools. One example is the determination of the call graph
within a software component: existing tools can often give a complete, unambiguous
answer. These subclaims are mentioned in the justification structure, but their
corresponding tools have not been investigated.
Unfortunately, many subclaims require more sophisticated analyses that are inherently
undecidable, in the sense that it has been mathematically proven that there exists no
algorithm that can reach a complete, unambiguous decision for all possible analysed
programs. In such cases, tools must be content to perform approximate analyses, and
instead of clear cut yes / no answers, they often provide yes / no / may_be answers. The art
of tool developers is then to implement analysis algorithms that reduce as much as
reasonably feasible the scope of may_be. To this end, the analysis algorithms often need to
be adapted to the programming styles of the analysed programs.
All tool-related effort in this case study have been based on FRAMA-C, which is a framework
dedicated to the analysis of the C language. It integrates multiple static analysers, and allows
a static analyser to build upon results computed by other analysers. It is an open source tool
co-developed at two French public institutions: the Atomic Energy Agency (CEA–LIST,
Software Reliability Laboratory) and INRIA (ProVal team). It works on Windows and various
Unix flavors (Linux, Mac OS X). FRAMA-C has been used and improved in order to formally
verify functional properties, structural properties and integrity properties of C code of single
computing units. The results that have been obtained could also be extended to C code of
networking units.
FRAMA-C is not necessarily the best tool to address all the difficult subclaims, and in some
cases, other tools could be better candidates. In particular, the subclaim that the I&C system
will satisfy its functional and timing requirements if each of its computing and networking
units perform their own functional and timing requirements could be formally verified using
tools like SAL, SPIN, NuSMV or Uppaal:
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SAL stands for Symbolic Analysis Laboratory and is developed by the Stanford Research
Institute (SRI) in collaboration with Stanford and Berkeley. It is a framework for
combining different tools for abstraction, program analysis, theorem proving, and model
checking toward the calculation of properties (symbolic analysis) of transition systems.
SPIN is a popular open-source software verification tool used for the formal verification
of multi-threaded software applications. The tool was first developed at Bell Labs in
1980. The software has been available freely since 1991, and continues to evolve to keep
pace with new developments.
NuSMV is a symbolic model checker is based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). It has
been designed for verification of industrially sized designs, for use as a backend for other
verification tools and as a research tool for formal verification techniques. The tool has
been developed as a joint project between ITC-IRST (Istituto Trentino di Cultura in
Trento, Italy), Carnegie Mellon University, the University of Genoa and the University of
Trento.
Uppaal is a tool environment for modeling, verification and validation of real-time
systems that are modeled by means of timed automata. Uppaal tool has been
developed in collaboration between Uppsala University, Sweden and Aalborg University,
Denmark.
In the same manner, no attempts have been made in the framework of the HARMONICS
project to experiment on tools that could formally verify the equivalence of one software
representation (e.g., executable binary code) to another one (e.g., C code) with respect to a
given functional, structural or integrity property.
Though these tools have been identified, FRAMA-C and NuSMV have been experimented
and extended in the framework of the HARMONICS project.

6.4 Case study
It is not in the scope of this public case study to provide a complete, detailed justification.
Rather, fragments of the justification are provided to illustrate the various justification
blocks proposed by HARMONICS, and also to illustrate how an initial claim of functional
property relies on claims of structural, integrity and equivalence properties.
Note. In the figures, the following conventions have been applied:
Round bubbles marked with a dotted line and a green background denote assumptions
that will need to be justified elsewhere.
Round bubbles with a yellow background denote claims or sub-claims.
Rectangular bubbles with an orange background denote arguments.
Rectangular bubble with a blue background denotes evidence. Darker blue denote
evidence based on formal verification. Lighter blue denote evidence not based on formal
evidence.
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6.4.1

Stepwise Shutdown System implements its functional and timing
requirements

The first justification step is based on a substitution block to substitute the top level claim TC
(made on the real Stepwise Shutdown System) with an equivalent TC' claim made on the
system design (see Figure 7).
As HARMONICS is focused on software, side claim A-TC of Figure 7 (that the real Stepwise
Shutdown System complies with the specified system design) is stated as an assumption,
because its verification is not addressed in this case study.

Figure 7: Substituting the real Stepwise Shutdown System with its design

6.4.2

Stepwise Shutdown System design implements the Stepwise
Shutdown System functional and timing requirements

The next step is based on a decomposition block (see Figure 8), where the Stepwise
Shutdown System design is decomposed into hardware design (HW) and software (SW),
each with their own requirements. As HARMONICS is focused on software, it is assumed that
the hardware design implements the hardware requirements, and that the real hardware
complies, and can be substituted in the justification, with the hardware design.
Side-claim DS of Figure 8 states that if the hardware design and the software implement
their respective requirements, then the Stepwise Shutdown System design implements the
Stepwise Shutdown System functional and timing requirements. The functional, natural
language requirements of the Stepwise Shutdown System were verified against the function
block design through formal model checking [17] which is a computer-aided verification
method developed to formally verify the correctness of a system design model by examining
all of its possible behaviours.
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In short, the phases of the model checking process in this case study can be summarized as
follows: The first step was to make formal models of the elementary function blocks.
Secondly, the actual functions of the Stepwise Shutdown System were modelled by using the
elementary blocks. After that, the requirements to be formally verified through model
checking were identified and further formalized to temporal logic statements
understandable for model checking tool NuSMV. Then the actual model checking was
performed and the results were reported.
The model checking part of the case study is presented in more detail in the Proceedings of
the 2nd HARMONICS Workshop, April 2-3, 2014. For more information on applicability of
model checking, see also [18], [28], [29], [89].

Figure 8: Decomposition of the TC' subclaim

6.4.3

Stepwise Shutdown System software implements its functional
requirements

The justification of subclaim SW is first based on a substitution block, where the Stepwise
Shutdown System software that is really executed (i.e., the executable binary code)
substituted with the corresponding source code (see Figure 9). This substitution is legitimate
provided that side-claim W-SW (that the source code is equivalent to the executable code
for all subclaims made in the following justification steps) is justified.
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Figure 9: Substitution of software executable code by software source code.

6.4.4

Stepwise Shutdown System source code implements the software
functional requirements

The next step is based on a decomposition block, where the complete Stepwise Shutdown
System software source code is viewed as a collection of software components, each playing
a specific role specified by its software component functional requirements (see Figure 10).
These components interact with one another in various manners in order to collectively
implement the Stepwise Shutdown System software functional requirements.
Justification for side-claim W2-SW' can be based on two important structural properties that
determine the interactions between components:
The execution Control Flow, i.e., the order in which software components are executed.
The Data Flow, i.e., which data elements and software components affect the data
elements referred by the software functional requirements.
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Figure 10: Decomposition of the complete CU source code into components.
The construction of the complete Stepwise Shutdown System executable code assembles a
known list of object files that are the results of the compilation of a corresponding list of
source code files. Any missing object file would result in an incomplete executable code.
Thus, the list of source code files is completely determined.
Side-claim W1-SW' of Figure 10 states that all software source code files are available for
analysis, and that each file is associated with one and only one component. Thus, the list of
software components is a complete partition of the Stepwise Shutdown System software.
In practice, some source code files, generally at the hardware-software interface, may be
missing and not available for analysis. A specific argument that this does not undermine the
justification strategy needs to be made (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Software source files are all available for verification, except may be a few ones

6.4.5

Etc.

The justification can rely on an analysis of the data flow and the control flow to determine
which claims need to be made on the various software components. Some components do
not interfere with the functional and timing requirements (e.g., auto-test components): for
them, it is sufficient to claim integrity properties. For the other components, it is necessary
to claim functional properties. However, this might not be straightforward.
Figure 12 illustrates the case for an elementary software function EF. Its functional
properties are formally verified using the FRAMA-C tool. To that end, these properties are
transcripted into ACSL (ANSI/ISO C Specification Language). One needs to make sure that this
transcription is correct and complete.
Figure 12 also illustrates the use of two other justification block types: concretion blocks, and
evidence incorporation blocks.
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Figure 12: EF source code implements EF requirements

6.5 Discussion

Conclusion

Formal verification of the complete software of a typical nuclear power plant protection
system is a daunting task. This case study proposes a decomposition of the task into smaller,
more tractable steps. Solutions for some of these steps are now available, mainly based on
FRAMA-C and model checkers like SAL or SPIN. For others, research work is still needed, and
further development of FRAMA-C add-ons is on-going. In fact, this document suggests a
"road map" that could ultimately lead to more rigorous verification of safety software.
In the development of this road map, the HARMONICS Safety Justification Framework has
been extremely useful. Most notably, four of the five 'blocks' proposed have been used
(substitution, concretion, decomposition and evidence incorporation).

7 Quantification of Failure Rates Statistical Testing
7.1 What is it?
In statistical testing, the system or component is subjected to tests that are assumed to
accurately represent its usage (operational profile) when connected to the plant.
The basic process for statistical testing is illustrated in Figure 13. A test harness performs a
sequence of test cases on a model/instance of the system M(X1) under simulated
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operational conditions M(Op). The test cases are statistically representative, meaning they
are produced with the same probabilities with which they would arise in actual use of the
system. The response of the system under test is captured and compared with the expected
response generated by an oracle. If a test has passed successfully, a true value is returned by
the test harness, otherwise a false value is generated. For every false output there is an
alternative resolution process that allows reclassification of the result – the false result can
be changed to true, if it is shown that the original value returned by the test harness is false
negative.
X1,Op

M(X1),M(Op)
Oracle

Test
Harness

True

Test Cases

Alternative
resolution

False

True
False

Figure 13: Statistical testing with possible reclassification of the results
A bound on the pfd for a system can be established by testing a protection system under a
statistically realistic demand profile. If no test failures are observed over T test demands
then to a given confidence C:
pfd < (-ln(1-C))/T
Some typical confidence values and associated pfd bounds are shown in the table below.
Confidence C
99%
95%
90%
69%

pfd bound
4.6/T
3.0/T
2.3/T
1.0/T

Table 2: pfd confidence bounds given T successful tests
This pfd bound can be sensitive to uncertainties in the presumed operational profile. The
sensitivity can be reduced by performing extra tests for demand types that are thought to be
infrequent.
The statistical testing will provide us with a numerical figure with a confidence due to the
aleatory nature of the tests. If we want to increase our confidence we can increase the
number of test as per Table 2. However there are other sources of doubt such as the
representativeness of the test set and the accuracy of the oracle.
We need to take these into account in the justification of the quantified reliability and one
way we can do this is to use the so-called chain rule. This rule is often used to deal with
uncertainty (e.g. whether two channels are independent or not). So if Passump_OK is the
confidence that the assumptions underlying some pfd estimation rule are applicable, then:
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E(pfd)= Passump_OK*(pfd1|assump_OK) + (1 Passump_OK) *pfd2 - (st1)
where pfd1|assump_OK is the estimated value if the assumptions underpinning the rule1
are valid. For the case where the rule assumptions do not apply, E(pfd2) is some alternative
pfd estimation method.
(st1) can be approximated as:
E(pfd) < (pfd1|assump_OK) + Passump_not_OK * pfd2

(st2)

pfd2 could itself be subject to uncertainty and be addressed by a further rule. This can lead
to a sequence of estimates (a chain) and if there is no further rule the final pfd|not
assump_OK value would be unity , e.g.:
E(pfdAB) = (1-pindep pfdA pfdB + (1-Pindep)(Ptests_OK*min(pfdAtest pfdBtest) + (1- Ptests_OK)*1
There is a limit to the reliability figures that can be convincingly claimed from statistical
testing. In part these are practical issues due to how many tests can be done in a reasonable
time that might be amenable to test acceleration in some form. Other considerations are
more limiting, and arise when the assumption doubts dominate the reliability figure.

7.2 Why do we do it?
There are a number of interrelated motivations for the statistical testing of software:
As part of a justification of quantification of failure rates to satisfy probabilistic
requirements on the system e.g. set a confidence bound on the achieved reliability for
use in PSA.
To provide confidence in the system e.g. satisfy licensing requirements such as the UK
ICBMs or as part of an independent challenge.
To provide probabilistic support to another argument i.e. to provide pfd2 in equation st1
where pfd1 and the associated term in the equation might be derived from deterministic
arguments such as those in Section 6.
To provide figure that could be used for comparing different architectures and design
options.
To investigate the assumptions underpinning analytical methods as the statistical testing
might be done on a complete platform rather than on models of the system or hardware
and software.
To support the validation of the system.
Statistical testing can be applied at the overall system level, where the number of possible
tests is time-limited, or at the software level using platform simulation, which requires an
additional assumption that the simulation is accurate. Generally speaking, this approach is
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more easily applied to demand-based systems as sufficient demands can be made in a
realistic time frame (e.g. less than one year). However, with simulation using parallel
processing, it may be feasible to apply the approach to continuous-time systems where a
bound on the (dangerous) MTTF is required.

7.3 Case study
In the case study we illustrate how the Claims-Argument-Evidence (CAE) structuring
approach can be used to provide a template and discuss the issues that need to be
addressed in justifying software reliability using statistical testing.

7.3.1

Reliability claim for software pfd

We start by assuming that there is already a top level claim about a certain bound on the pfd
for the stepwise shutdown system software that needs to be demonstrated. In order to
support that claim, a system can be tested under a statistically realistic demand profile.
Of course, in most cases, especially when dealing with critical systems, it is not possible to
run tests directly on the system in operation. Instead, a model or a test instance of a system
is used to conduct tests in a simulated environment.
We use a CAE calculation block to apply equation (st2) to argue about whether we can infer
the software reliability of the system from statistical testing of the test software on the test
system. The initial block we use is shown in Figure 14 in which we have three subclaims to
demonstrate as well as to show that we have applied the rule st2 appropriately.

X11 software on test
system implements its
requirements R with
pfd(X1)<=pfd1

Chain rule pfdA < (pfdB | ass 1) +
d(ass1)*(pfdB | not(ass1))

Calculation

X1 software has pfd1
demonstrated from
stats testing

Doubts from stats
testing as sumptions is
d1

X1 software has pfd of
pfd11 if stats testing
assumptions violated

Figure 14: Calculating the reliability of the actual system from that of the test system
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7.3.2

Justification of the test approach sources of doubt

The use of the theory shown in Figure 14 relies on the doubts being identified and
calculated. This calculation may well be very approximate - if we knew what the doubts were
we might seek to remove them – or we may use the side condition rule in qualitative way
arguing that the second term in st2 is so much smaller than the first and can be ignored i.e.
(d1 * pfd11) << (pfd1|assump_OK)

(st3)

d1 << (pfd1|assump_OK) / pfd11 = k

(st4)

We therefore modify Figure 14 as follows:

X1 software implements its
requirements R with pfd1 <
pfd target with 90%
confidence

Chain rule pfdA < (pfdB | ass1) +
d(ass1)*(pfdB | not(ass1))

Calculation

X11 software on test
system implements its
requirements R with
pfd1 < pfd target with
90% confidence

Doubts from stats
testing assumptions <<
k (see text)

To support such a judgement we first decompose the sources of doubt into the individual
components: the sample system under test should be equivalent to the actual system, the
testing environment is expected to closely reproduce the real operational environment of
the system (with any extra tools not affecting the test results), and the use of the system
under test is supposed to be similar to the actual use of the system in the real operation.
Additionally, we should address any interaction between the sources of doubt.
This results in the following sub-claims:
System M(X1) under test is equivalent to X1
Model of the system use is realistic
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Testing environment is adequate
The interaction of assumptions is taken into account
The resulting initial CAE structure is shown in Figure 15.

Doubts from stats
testing assumptions <<
k (see text)

Decomposition by
sources of doubt and
calculation of overall
doubt

System M(X1) under
test is equivalent to
X1

Model of the
system usage is
realistic

Testing
environment is
adequate

Sources of doubts have been
identified and summing
doubts conservative and << k

The interaction of
assumptions is
taken into account

Figure 15: Sources of doubt
How to propagate doubt in networks is an active research topic. Unless there is some subtle
interaction between the doubts it is normally conservative to sum the different doubts to
get the overall figure d1. We will use this in qualitative manner to argue that equation st3
holds. We could then be more precise in the claims we are making and define (possible via a
concretion of the claim) that “equivalent”, “realistic” and “adequate” mean that any doubts
we have satisfy st3.
In showing this we would need to make a judgement of the relative probability pfd11 and
pfd1 (see st4). Our belief in pfd11 might come from an argument for excellence of
production supported by the variety of formal analyses (e.g., those in Section 6) and we
might make a claim that as pfd1 is relatively modest and pfd11 well supported we can justify
d1<<k. However care should be taken that the doubts we have on statistical testing do not
undermine the judgement that go into pfd11 as would the case if there were common
assumptions.
In a real example we might also make a claim that the doubts from the various sources have
been minimised as far as is reasonable.
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To justify the judgement on doubts we need to analyse the claims further. The first
subclaims in Figure 14 concerns whether the instance of the system tested under the
simulated operational conditions is equivalent the real software system in the actual
environment. Issues to be addressed here might be the version of the software and
hardware, their configuration and whether any architecture components are simulated e.g.
the mimicking of redundant channels by feeding back signals from the system under test.
The next subclaim addresses whether the model of the system usage is realistic, the
selection of test cases should be carried out in such a way that the probabilities of selection
are the same as those in real operation. Such statistically representative test cases can be
constructed in different ways: in some applications, there may be similar products in
operation, and scripts of operational use can be recorded directly; in others, it will be
necessary to construct the operational profile. For protection systems, statistical testing to a
realistic operational profile is often the only feasible approach.
It should also be taken into account, that the statistical test will submit a sequence of test
demands in rapid succession. This is different from the actual operation where there will be
long periods with no active demands. Therefore, there is a subclaim to show that the
frequency of test cases is not important and testing acceleration does not affect the test
results – this is true when the internal state of the software is unaffected by a long period of
dormancy and may be supported by static analysis of the software to show, for example,
lack of long term time dependant states and absence of memory leaks.
The resulting claim decomposition is shown in Figure 16.
Model of the
system usage is
realistic

Decomposition by model
usage components

Test cases are
realistic and
statistically
representative

Model of the use is
composed of test cases and
frequency with which they
are submitted

Frequency of test
demands does not
affect the result

Figure 16: Justification of realistic system use
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Note that a ”fair testing” method could be used instead of the statistically representative
test cases. This gives an alternative means of demonstrating reliability, which is not so
sensitive to the operational profile. In that case the left subclaim above should be replaced
with another subclaim such as “Test cases are adequate”.
In that situation, it would also be useful to justify why the fair testing approach is preferred
to the statistically realistic one and how the uncertainties of the result are eliminated.
Other important aspect to analyse further is the testing environment. It includes software
and hardware environment in which tests are run, as well as any other tools with which the
system under test interacts during the testing process.
Setting up a proper environment to conduct tests is not an easy task. The simulated
environment should replicate the actual operational environment or at least closely model
its main characteristics. Ensuring that the model is adequate and representative of the real
operational environment is essential to the proper testing. Additionally, the testing
environment includes various tools to perform testing effectively. These tools should
themselves be reliable and do not fail in an unrevealed manner. In order to integrate
properly, the tools should be compatible with each other and with the existing system as
well as to be configured properly for the environment. An important requirement for the
tools is also that they should be used in a way that they do not disrupt the operation and do
not affect the test results.
Taking these into account, we can decompose the overall claim about testing environment
into individual subclaims about the adequate model of the system environment, proper
testing tools and their correct integration. So from the claim that the testing environment is
adequate we make the following subclaims:
Model of system environment is adequate (close to real life operational environment)
All testing tools work as expected
Testing tools and environment model are integrated correctly
In terms of the tools, the testing environment in our case study includes a test harness that
takes the models, oracle and test cases as inputs, executes the tests on the sample system
under simulated operational environment, calls oracle functions to determine whether a test
has passed or failed and records the result into a test report associating a true/false output
value with each individual test. Therefore, it would be useful to decompose the second
subclaim by testing tools and demonstrate that the test harness adequately performs its
functions and correctly interacts with the oracle, as well as that oracle does not fail in an
unrevealed manner. So from the claim that the testing tools work as expected the subclaims
then become:
Test harness correctly runs tests and outputs the results
Oracle only fails in a fail revealed manner
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Test harness correctly interacts with oracle
The second subclaim is quite strong and will require substantial justification. We might also
find other requirements on the Oracle – for example we do not want too many spurious
failed test cases so we might impose a reliability constraint on it. Similarly the dependability
attributes of the test harness might need further work. So if we are to deploy this approach
the side condition would probably need to be supported by a dependability analysis of the
testing tools and this might lead to some evolution in the claims made. In a real example we
would undertake a Hazops or other analyses on the test architecture to define the detailed
impact of failure of the test harness components and how they are mitigated.
The CAE structure for justification of the test environment is shown in Figure 17.
Testing
environment is
adequate

Testing environment is
composed of modeled X1
sw environm ent, testing
tools and their integration

Decomposition by
components of
environment

Model of system
environment is
adequate

Testing tools
work as expected

Testing tools and
environment model
are integrated correctly

Test tools cons ist of
test harness, oracle
and their interaction

Decomposition by
testing tools

Test harnes s
correctly runs tests
and outputs the
results

Oracle only fails in
a fail revealed
manner

Test harness
correctly interacts
with oracle

Figure 17: Justification of test environment
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The overall CAE structure to justify the fidelity of the test environment is shown in Figure 18.
Doubts from stats
testing assumptions
<< k (see text)

Sources of doubts have been
identified and summing doubts
conservative and << k

Decomposition by sources
of doubt and calculation of
overall doubt

System M(X1)
under tes t is
equivalent to X1

Decomposition by model
usage components

Test cases are
realistic and
statistically
representative

Model of the
system usage
is realistic

Testing
environment
is adequate

Model of the use is
composed of test cases and
frequency with which they
are submitted

Frequency of test
demands does not
affect the result

Model of system
environment is
adequate

The interaction of
assumptions is
taken into account

Decomposition by
components of environment

Testing tools
work as expected

Decomposition by
testing tools

Test harness correctly
runs tests and outputs
the results

Oracle only fails
in a fail revealed
manner

Testing environment is
composed of modeled X1
sw environment, testing
tools and their integration

Testing tools and
environment model are
integrated correctly

Test tools consist of
test harness, oracle
and their interaction

Test harness
correctly interacts
with oracle

Figure 18: Claim tree for assumption doubts
It should be noted that the figure above only provides a sketch of the explanation. All
unelaborated subclaims and side warrants would need to be expanded further and
eventually justified by the corresponding evidence.

7.3.3

Analysing the number of successful tests

Moving back to the substitution block shown in Figure 14, we can now expand the structure
further by changing the subclaim about software pfd into a claim about the number of tests
that should be completed successfully to provide the desired level of confidence in the given
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pfd value. For this, another substitution block can be used with a side-warrant supported by
a theory about statistical testing and confidence in pfd based on successful demands (e.g.
see the information in Table 2 above). An example of such a substitution with 95%
confidence in a pfd target is shown in Figure 19.

X1 software has pfd1
demonstrated from
stats testing

pfd(M(X1))<=pfd1 with
90% confidence is
equivalent to s howing N
failure free tests

Substitution by number of
successful tests

M(X1) successfully
passes all N test
cases

Supporting theory

Figure 19: Substitution of the number of passed tests for the pfd.
Note that we claim that all test cases have been successful. If there have been failures, say in
the first 1k tests and the tests are restarted, more analysis and theory would be required to
derive the posterior pfd. The requirement for “all” also prevents any gaming of the test
strategy by repeat testing until the correct number of failure free tests appeared. It also
reflects a policy that the system should not have failed at all and any failures would be
subject to intense scrutiny.

7.3.4

Sentencing of results

In order to sentence the results the following approach is used: after the test cases are
executed on the system under test, the response is captured and compared with the
expected response provided by the oracle. If the results are identical, true output is returned
by the test harness, otherwise false output is generated for a particular test. If the result is
true, the test is considered to have passed successfully and no additional actions are
required. However, each false result is additionally scrutinised to identify the cause of the
test failure. Sometimes the technical issues with the test harness or oracle implementation
can result in false failures. In those cases an alternative resolution process reclassifies the
false results and shows that they are actually true.
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This approach to categorising the test results gives us the following structure of
argumentation for the successfully passed test cases:
M(X1) successfully passes all N test cases
M(X1) passes N-E test cases (true output from the test harness)
M(X1) fails E test cases but the test results are false negatives (false output from the test
harness reclassified as true by alternative resolution)
The side-warrant justifies this decomposition by showing that the whole set of successfully
passed tests consists of the tests with true results returned by the test harness and the true
results returned by the alternative resolution process (even though the original value
returned by the test harness is false). We would also need to justify that the N test
represents the complete set and no failures or anomalies have been excluded in this test set
or previous ones. The structure of the case is shown in Figure 20.
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M(X1) successfully
passes all N test
cases

Successful test results are
composed of the true
'passed' and false negative
'failed' tests

Decomposition by
successful tes t
results

M(X1) fails E test
cases but the test
results are false
negatives

M(X1) passes N-E
test cases

Argue that false negatives
are really true

Report of application
of tool and results

Report with results of
alternative res olution of
exceptions

Figure 20: Sentencing of results
The alterative resolution process will often be manual. For this to be practicable and reliable
enough then the oracle and test set-up should not generate too many issues. Current rules
of thumb are that it is feasible to assess accurately hundreds of test cases but not thousands.
If there are a larger numbers of results needing an alternative resolution then the alternative
would need to be automated and trustworthy. Another tactic would to improve the oracle
and test bed.

7.3.5

Evidence

The incorporation of evidence presented in Figure 20 should be given a more careful
consideration. We do not only need evidence that purports to demonstrate a claim but we
need to trust that evidence. The incorporation of evidence needs to be of the form shown in
Figure 21 in which we have claims about the evidence trustworthiness. This could be
justified by an expansion of “trustworthy” into attributes such as consistent, traceable and
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reliable, and these could be demonstrated by a combination of good process, competent
people and configuration management tools.
The trustworthiness of evidence may be a general issue covering many parts of the case. If
the arguments and evidence for this are common across the case it may be appropriate to
separate the evidence trustworthiness claim into a separate top-level claim.
When designing the blocks, it may lead to a cleaner design to leave connections for the
evidence (i.e. claims that are not justified) and have evidence incorporation separately. The
counterargument is that showing evidence in the block indicates the type of evidence that
might be expected and provides some stopping rules.
Another complication is that the evidence about the evidence needs to be trusted so the
whole argument could get very recursive without some thought to stopping rules: as is often
quoted “Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?”.
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Evidence
demonstrates X

decomposition
by subproperty

Evidence is
trustworthy

Dem onstration requires
direct trustworthy evidence

Evidence purports to
demonstrate X

"Trustworthy" could be
expanded into attributes such
as relevant, traceable.
However, evidence about
evidence could get horribly
recursive.

evidence
incorporation

Report showing X

Figure 21: Evidence incorporation expanded

7.4 Discussion

Conclusion

This case study provides an outline template for a software pfd claim based on statistical
testing of a software-based system. The case study demonstrates that a range of issues
needs to be addressed when constructing the safety justification. While the theory of
statistical testing is mature and relatively straightforward the industrial application requires
additional sub-claims and evidence to complete the justification. These issues concern:
The derivation of the claim to be demonstrated statistically, both addressing the target
probabilistic figure but also the nature of the requirements (correctness, timing,
accuracy)
The realism of the equipment under test
The realism of test data and the test configuration
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The sentencing of test results
The trustworthiness of the oracle
The case study references other Harmonics work where these issues are examined.
It also provides an illustration of how the Harmonics SJF and CAE blocks can be deployed and
how the CAE blocks have been expressive enough for the justification being addressed. This
work is however only a case study and a justification of a real system should only use the
results as an illustrative starting point: any use of the CAE diagrams should take into account
the commentary and caveats in the text.

8 Conclusion
The following table shows how we have addressed the 6 principles of Section 2.3:
Principle

Contribution of the framework

Effective understanding of the hazards Addressed by property and vulnerability aspects of
and
their
control
should
be the strategy triangle.
demonstrated.
The development of high-level requirements
about system and plant behaviour explicitly
addressed in the framework (and supporting case
studies).
Supported by the formal analysis techniques.
Other Harmonics contributions come from the
Case studies.
Intended and unintended behaviour of Addressed by property and vulnerability aspects of
the technology should be understood.
the strategy triangle.
Supported by the formal analysis techniques.
CAE blocks instantiated with relevant claims, can
raise the issues to be addressed.
Multiple and complex interactions Formal analysis provides a technique for this.
between technical systems and also
Statistical testing can reveal unexpected behaviour
human systems to create adverse
that might be significant (weak).
consequences should be recognised.
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Principle

Contribution of the framework

Active challenge should be part of
decision making throughout the
organisation. Needs of all stakeholders
to understand and challenge the case
should be taken into account in its
structure and presentation.

The framework provides a basis for implementing
or reinforcing effective challenge throughout the
organisation. It does not include organisational
aspects as such.
The use of CAE templates provides a structured
way for guidance to challenge their use. The use of
explicit claims and arguments makes the
justification more transparent and should facilitate
challenge.
The underlying process for using the framework
includes a challenge and response cycle.
The use of the analysis techniques and formal
analysis provide powerful methods for confidence
building and challenge. The ”challenge” aspect of
the framework will be made explicit in the light of
the current case studies.

Lessons learned from internal and Addressed by vulnerability part of triangle.
external
sources
should
be
In the use of CAE templates and guidance that
incorporated.
incorporate lessons learned
Addressed by compliance within strategy triangle
(but not elaborated in this document as a
requirement for compliance for systems
performing Cat A functions is assumed).
Justification should be logical, coherent,
traceable, accessible, repeatable with a
rigour commensurate with the degree
of trust required of the system.

The use of CAE supports a logical, coherent,
traceable and accessible approach. Templates
support repeatability, and the introduction of
blocks and templates provides a graduated
approach to increasing rigour in a case as does the
use of strong formal analysis techniques and
statistical testing.

Table 3: Description of the Harmonics principles and their contribution to the framework
For further information and contacts of HARMONICS participants, visit the HARMONICS
website http://harmonics.vtt.fi/publications.htm.
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Glossary

CAE
FB
FD
FORM-L

Claim - Argument - Evidence
elementary Function Block
Functional Diagram
FOrmal Requirements Modelling Language
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FPGA
ICBM
IEC
I&C
MTTF
NPP
pfd
PIE
PSA
SJF
VTT
V&V

Field Programmable Gate Array
Independent Confidence Building Measure
International Electrotechnical Commission
Instrumentation & Control
Mean Time To Failure
Nuclear Power Plant
Probability of Failure on Demand
Postulated Initiating Event
Probabilistic Safety Assessment
Safety Justification Framework
Technical Research Centre of Finland
Verification & Validation
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